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Abstract Objective To observe the inhibitory effects of snake venom nerve growth factor (NGF) on human tu鄄
mor cell lines. Methods The MTT colorimetric method, trypan blue exclusion, and colony formation were used.
Adr used as positive control. Four kinds of human tumor cell lines, K562, JF305, AGZY-83a and MG-803 were
treated with NGF at different final concentrations of 5滋g, 10滋g, 15滋g, and 20滋g/ml. The effects of NGF on the
cells mentioned above were observed at different intervals after the cell were exposed to NGF. Results NGF had
obvious cytotoxicity on these cell lines. There were obvious dose-response relationships between NGF and K562,
JF305 cells ( <0.005). K562 and JF305 were exposed to NGF at different intervals of 24h, 48h, and 96h, the growth
of both cell lines was inhibited obviously, and there was obvious time-response relationship between NGFand JF305
cells. The inhibitory effect of NGF on the growth of K562 reached peak at 48h. NGF also possessed inhibitory effect
on colony formation of JF305 cells with obvious dose-response relationship ( <0.01)and the IC50 was 12.83滋g/ml.
Conclusion NGF possesses distinct cytotoxicity and growth inhibitory effect on the four kinds of human tumor cells
especially on K562 and JF305.
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T

umor is a serious disease to jeopardize human

blood serum of cattle fetus (containing penicillin 100u/

health. Recently, it is the important work of tu鄄

mor study to develop new anti -tumor drug from ani鄄

ml, streptomycin 100u/ml). Cells which were cultured
in the 37益 culture medium containing 5% CO2 pas鄄

mal resources in our country. There hasn't any report

saged every 2 days.The cell lines is provided by our lab鄄

about the inhibitory effect of nerve growth factor of

oratory.

snake venom in our country before we now observed

Drug and agent NGF was separated with routine

the effects of NGF of snake venom on 4 kinds of hu鄄

laminar analysis, and the separated effect of snake venom

man tumor cells. Report is as follows.

was detected with the HPLC method. NGF was con鄄
served in the condition of -30益 after freezing and dry鄄
ing and diluted to the concentration needed by physio鄄
logic saline before the experiment. Adriamycin is a dry

Materials

Cell: human leukemic cell lines K562, human pan鄄

creas cancer cell lines JF305, human pulmonary cancer
cell lines AGZY -83a, human gastric cancer cell lines
MG-803. Except suspensive growth of K562, the other
3 kinds grow in an adherent way. These cells were cul鄄
tured in the culture medium RPMI 1640 containing 5%

Project supported by National Natural Science Foundation
(30070845).

power produced by Italian PuQiang company which
should be diluted by PRMI1640 before used.
Methods

Cytotoxicity The MTT colorimeric method [1]. Tu鄄
mor cell growing in the adherent way was made into
the unicell suspension containing cells 1.0伊105/ml after
digested by the trypsase. Then it was separately incubat鄄
ed on the aseptic culture board with 96 apertures. Every
aperture was 200滋l of the total volume. Set up blankcontrol group(add isovolumetric RPMI 1640), positive-
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control group and NGF group were set up respectively,

colonies containing 50 cells under 伊20 anatomical lens

and every group had 4 repeat apertures. MG -803,

and calculate IR and IC50 of colony formation.

Statistic analysis Calculated OD value with F test

AGZY -83a, JF305 and K562 cells were treated with

test, and colony formation with 字2 test. Made lin鄄

NGF at 4 different final concentrations of 5,10,15, and

and

20滋g/ml. Adr (0.25滋g/ml) was the positive -control

ear regression and dependablity analysis about cell popu鄄

group and cell had been cultured for 48h in the condi鄄

lation and OD value and dose -response relationship

tion of 37益. Added MTT 20滋l(5mg/ml) 4h before the

with the corresponding coefficient of test.

termination of experiment to continue culturing for 4h,
then dispose the supernatant fluid and add DMSO
100滋l/aperture and measure A570 at the wavelength of
570nm with the enzyme -marked meter. Calculate IR
with the formula as followed: IR =(1 -A570 value of
drug-used group/A570 value of control group)伊100.
Growth inhibitory experiment Trypan blue ex鄄
clusion method. The experimental groups and the drug
concentrition administered were the same as cytotoxici鄄
ty experiment. Cells were treated with NGF at 24h,
48h, 96h, and then counted the exclusional staining
cells, IR and 50% inhibing concentrition (IC50) were
calculated.
Colony formation experiment The method as used
in literature [2]: 1ml JF305 cells/apertture were incubated
on the board with 12 apertures, and 1ml culture fluid
was put into every aperture. The experimental groups
and the drug concentrition administered were the same
as cytotoxicity experiment, put corresponding drugs in鄄
to every aperture after culture for 24h in the incubator
with 37益 and 5%CO2, and continued culturing for 4h
and then washed 3 times with D-Hank fluid. Changed
the culture fluid into the fresh culture fluid (2ml/aper鄄
ture) and cultured for 7 to 10d. Counted the cell

Cytotoxicity effect of NGF on the human tumor
cells

After 4 kinds of tumor cells treated by NGF, the
MTT metabolic ability of cells decreased and NGF had
distinct cytotoxicity effect. NGF possessed cytotoxicity
effect on AGZY -83a and MG -803 without distinct
dose -response relationship and NGF showed distinct
dose -response relationship to K562 and JF305 cells.
Corresponding coefficient respectively were 0.9726 and
0.9768( 约0.05), IC50 were 12.64滋g/ml and 12.68滋g/ml
respectively. See table 1.
Growth inhibitory effect of NGF on the human tu鄄
mor cells

NGF had distinct growth inhibitory effect on K562
and JF305 cells when they were treated with NGF at
24h, 48h, and 96h. Corresponding coefficient at 24h,
48h, and 96h respectively were 0.9823, 0.9726, 0.9789
and 0.9769, 0.9836,0.9806( 约0.05). IC50 were 17.89滋g,
10.60滋g and 13.42滋g/ml and 18.25滋g, 4.36滋g and
9.10滋g/ml respectively. The inhibitory effect of NGF
on the growth of K562 reached peak at 48h time point

Table 1 Cytoxicity of NGF on four carcinoma cells lines (x依s)
Groups
Control group

A570

Dosage
(滋g/ml
0

K562

JF305

AGZY-83a

IR (%)
MG-803

0.463依0.011 0.633依0.012 0.860依0.036 0.692依0.022

K562

JF305

0

0

AGZY-83a MG-803
0

0

Adr group

0.25

0.160依0.012 0.184依0.016 0.401依0.022 0.285依0.028 60.06* 66.01*

59.08*

63.32*

NGF group

5

0.393依0.019 0.558依0.013 0.509依0.046 0.512依0.036 12.21* 10.26*

29.62

吟

20.16*

10

0.343依0.010 0.474依0.021 0.282依0.027 0.375依0.016 22.58* 21.31*

69.35*

60.20吟

15

0.190依0.011 0.273依0.016 0.136依0.011 0.209依0.006 51.62* 50.12*

84.36*

65.31*

20

0.111依0.026 0.180依0.025 0.131依0.006 0.197依0.005 66.35* 64.86*

86.63*

76.30*

Note: * <0.01; 吟 <0.05 compared to control group
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Table 2 Inhibitory effect of NGF on the growth of K 562, JF 305 AGZY-83a and MG-803 cells (x依s)
Groups
Control group

Dosage
(滋g/ml)

Time

Exclusively staining cell population (伊104/ml)
K562

JF305

IR (%)

AGZY-83a

MG-803

K562
0

0

24

18.01依1.21 4.91依0.53

17.82依1.25

4.76依0.45

Adr group

0.25

24

7.64依1.16

2.56依0.36

8.10依1.12

2.35依0.33 56.03

NGF group

5

24

17.88依1.02 4.06依0.53

18.25依1.01

4.11依0.42

10

24

4.61依1.32

3.24依0.32

14.91依1.35

15

24

11.03依1.01 2.11依0.30

20

24

0

Adr group
NGF group

JF305 AGZY-83a MG-803
0

吟

0

0

51.32

57.10

51.56

6.65

6.31

6.56

吟

6.96

3.16依0.31 20.09

吟

21.15

20.06

21.31

11.02依1.08

3.01依0.46 35.69

吟

32.79

33.13

31.65

10.30依0.09 2.01依0.26

12.01依1.16

2.15依0.31 42.57

吟

52.36

39.01

44.52

48

36.05依2.01 6.81依0.76

38.10依2.30

7.68依0.65

0

0

0

0.25

48

6.16依1.02

2.15依0.35

6.68依1.12

2.51依0.55 79.35

81.36

65.56

5

48

31.13依2.57 5.87依0.62

33.17依2.91

7.08依0.66 11.57* 8.92

11.05

8.23

10

48

23.61依2.15 4.86依0.36

25.11依2.53

15

48

17.38依1.32 3.26依0.24

20

48

6.13依1.18

0

96

66.36依2.16 16.56依1.65 68.01依2.70 18.09依1.63

Adr group

0.25

96

0.75依0.26

NGF group

5

96

59.38依4.44 13.86依1.15 59.41依4.39 15.10依1.06

10

96

15
20

Control group

Control group

2.13依0.56
1.59依0.56

吟
吟
吟

0
吟

62.08*
吟

6.32依0.38 33.58

吟

15.30

33.16

15.79

19.21依1.38

4.45依0.29 51.73

吟

42.19

49.10

43.25

7.56依1.26

3.51依0.54

80.31

65.25

76.20

61.13

0

0

0.86依0.32

1.01依1.73 90.32

吟

9.08

吟
吟

0

0

吟

89.56

97.28

88.21

14.36

吟

9.05

12.16

50.40依1.23 11.32依1.13 51.02依1.30 11.27依1.21 22.63

吟

36.58

22.18

36.21

96

36.10依5.39 6.30依0.72

37.16依5.18

8.61依0.62 44.31

吟

61.09

43.20

51.51

96

16.02依1.67 1.78依0.61

20.35依2.32

5.65依0.72 72.26

吟

80.08

66.01

71.31

吟
吟
吟

Note: * <0.01; 吟 <0.05 compared to control group
Table 3 Inhibitory effect of NGF colony formation of JF 305 cells
Groups

Dosage (滋g/ml)

Colony number (/600 cells)

IR (%)

0

126.80

0

Adr group

0.25

24.60

84.70*

NGF group

5

96.50

19.35*

10

88.80

28.36*

15

72.60

48.59*

20

40.58

69.66*

Control group

Note: * <0.01 compared to control group
and the effect didn't increase at 96h time point. The

creasing of the concentrition of NGF, and linear regres鄄

growth inhibitory effect of NGF on JF305 increased by

sion equation is Y=-0.026+0.046X(r=0.9808, 约0.05),

the time of cells exposed to NGF, See table 2.

and dose-response relationship was distinct and IC50 was
12.86滋g/ml, See table 3.

Inhibitory effect of NGF on colony formation of
JF305 cells

When the concentrition of NGF was more than
10滋g/ml, the colony formation ability of JF305 cells
distinctly decreased ( 约0.01). IR increased by the in鄄

In the process of anti -tumor drug screening and
study, tumor cell culture in vitro and animal experiment
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. When anti -tumor drug is

mation ability decreased. The effects depend on the

screened with the method of cell culture in vitro, the

concentration of NGF and exposed time, which show

termination indexes of detection include survival ability

that NGF has certain anti-tumor effect.

[2]

and growing ability, the former is detected with the
method of MTT, and the latter is detected with the
colony formation ability experiment, cell count and the
content measurement of protein or other macro鄄

1 Carmichael J. Evaluation of a tetrazolium based semiautomated

molecules and so on. The combination of the above

colorimetric assay: assessment of radiosensitivity. Cancer Res,

two can objectively reflect the pharmacologic action of
the substance detected. Our experiment overall ob鄄

1987, 47: 943-946.
2 Mosmann T. Rapid colorimetric assay for growth and survival:
application to proliferation and cytotoxicity assays. J Immunol

served the anti-tumor effect of NGF with the method
of 4 kinds of human tumor cell lines cultured in vitro.
Foreign countries have reported about anti -tumor ef鄄

methods, 1983, 65: 35-38.
3 Geldof AA, De Kleijn MA, Rao BR,

fect of NGF on some nerve and non -nerve tumors,

prostatic cancer cells. Cancer Res Clin Oncol, 1997, 123:

such as prostatic carcinoma, pulmonary carcinoma and
breast carcinoma. The result shows that NGF has the

. Nerve growth fac鄄

tor stimulates in vitro invasive capacity of DU145 human
107-112.
4

Descamps S, Lebourhis X, Delehedde M,

. Nerve growth

inhibitory effect of mitosis and growth (dependent on

factor is mitogenic for cancerous but not normal human breast

the types of cells). For example NGF induces growth

epithelial cells. Biol Chem, 1998, 273: 16659-16662.

and invading, but for small pulmonary carcinoma, NGF

5

human glioblastoma cell line expressing high -affinity nerve

the cloning growth of tumor cells and weaken the in鄄

Some reports think NGF can inhibit the invasion of
some pancreas carcinoma cells

. The experiment mani鄄

[7]

fests that NGF has the cytotoxicity effect on MG-803,
AGZY -83a, JF305 and K562 cells in all the dosage
range (5 -20滋g/ml). After exposd to NGF, living cell
population decrease, the metabolic ability of MTT de鄄
creased, the growth of cells is inhibited and colony for鄄

. Nerve growth factor

stimulates clonal growth of human lung cancer cell lines and a

can inhibit the multiplication of tumor cells, interrupt
vading ability of tumor cells. NGF can eliminate the
growing ability of tumor cells of athymic mouse [3 ~6].

Oelmann E, Sreter L, Schuller l,

growth factor binding sites involving tyrosine kinase signaling.
Cancer Res, 1995, 55: 2212-2219.
6

Miknyoczki SJ, Lang D, Huang L,

. Neurotrophins and

Trk receptors in human pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma:
expression patterns and effects on in vitro invasive behavior.
Int Cance, 1999, 81: 417-427.
7 Miknyoczki SJ, Chang H, Klein-Szanto A,

. The Trk ty鄄
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